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Abstract
In this paper we develop a method of representing the speech
waveform in terms of a set of abstract, linguistic distinctions
in order to derive a set of discriminative features for use in a
speech recognizer. By combining the distinctive feature repre-
sentation with our original waveform representation we are able
to achieve a reduction in word error rate of 33% on an automatic
speech recognition task.

1. Introduction
For several decades linguists have described speech sounds

using a “distinctive feature” representation, identifying a set of
physiological actions or states which serve to distinguish speech
sounds from one another. Phonemes are viewed as a shorthand
notation for a set of features which describe the operations of
the articulators required to produce the distinctive aspects of
a speech sound. For example, the phonemes “p” and “b” are
produced in ways which differ only in the state of the vocal
folds; “p” is produced without vibration (unvoiced) while “b”
requires vibration of the vocal folds (voiced). In the distinctive
feature representation, only the feature “voice” differs for these
two sounds.

In this work we develop a method of representing the
speech waveform in terms of the same set of distinctive lin-
guistic features as are used to distinguish phonemes. We have
applied a set of abstract, linguistic distinctions to the speech
waveform in order to derive a set of discriminative features for
use in a speech recognizer. By combining the distinctive fea-
ture representation with our original waveform representation
we are able to achieve a reduction in word error rate of 33% on
an automatic speech recognition task.

2. Background
Recognition is simply a representation at a certain level of

abstraction. For example, a hidden-Markov-model-based, con-
tinuous speech recognition system (HMM) with a null grammar
finds the most likely sequence of lexical items to represent a
waveform, thereby representing the original signal on the word
level. With a language model, an HMM represents the wave-
form at the phrase level.

Our baseline automatic speech recognition system repre-
sents lexical entries as a sequence of phonemes and models the
phonemes directly at the waveform level.

In this work we develop an intermediate interface between
the physical and abstract word representations, enducing pro-
cessing at different levels of abstraction and representing words
in terms of the distinctive features of which their phonemes are
comprised.

Representing phoneme sequences at the waveform level, as
is done in the baseline system, disregards some of the phenom-
ena which occur in conversational speech. In particular, re-
laxation of the requirements on the production of a particular
feature may occur. The following discussion is patterned after
one given by Stevens (Stevens, 1988). Consider the expres-
sion “did you” which, when pronounced carefully, corresponds
to the phonemes [D-IH-D-Y-UW]. When pronounced casually,
however, the result may correspond to the phonemes [D-IH-JH-
UH]. Phonemically, a considerable change has taken place in
going from the theoretical representation of the expression and
the representation corresponding to the utterance produced. Ta-
ble 1 provides a representation of each of the pronunciations in
terms of linguistic features. In the feature representation of the
utterances, we see that the matrix entries remain largely intact in
going form the first pronunciation to the second, with only the
features “anterior” and “strident” changing in the collapsing of
the [D-Y] to [JH] and the feature “tense” changing in the final
vowel. The task of recovering the word sequence from the sec-
ond representation seems more tractable than from the original,
phonemic representation.

In the feature representation, distance reflects directly
phonemic differences, while distance in the spectral or cep-
stral space may be swamped with differences which are not
phonemically relevant. For example, while one may feel that
the phonemes “m” and “b” are close in some perceptual space,
these sounds are quite different spectrally. In the feature repre-
sentation, however, they differ in only one feature, so that the
intuitive proximity is captured.

Modern linguistic theory has departed from the notion of
each phoneme being represented by the entire set of features.
For example, since the production of vowels does not involve
blocking the air flow through the vocal tract, the use of the
feature continuant to describe vowels is unnecessary. The re-
duction of the representation to the non-redundant features de-
scribing each phoneme is efficient for the purposes of coding.
However, from the viewpoint of recognition, the redundancies
are desirable for recovery from errors as well as algorithm sim-
plicity. We include the full set of feature descriptors for each
phoneme as a sort of place keeper which will allow mathemat-
ical manipulation of our results, in much the same way that
vectors lying in the x-y plane are specified as [x,y,0] in three
dimensions.

3. Discriminative Feature Model
In an automatic speech recognition system, statistical mod-

els are used to compare the observations derived from the input
speech with the observation trajectories expected given a hy-
pothesized word string. The most common set of observations
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D IH D Y UW D IH JH UH
Vocalic - + - - + - + - +
Consonantal + - + - - + - + -
High - + - + + - + + +
Back - - - - + - - - +
Low - - - - - - - - -
Anterior + - + - - + - - -
Coronal + - + - - + - + -
Round - - - - + - - - +
Tense - - - - + - - - -
Voice + + + + + + + + +
Continuant - + - + + - + - +
Nasal - - - - - - - - -
Strident - - - - - - - + -
Labial - - - - - - - - -

Table 1: Table of feature perturbations in going from a careful to a casual pronunciation of “did you.”

used for representing speech in ASR systems is known as “cep-
stra,” which consist of the inverse Fourier transform of the log of
the magnitude of the short-term Fourier transform coefficients.

As it has been well established in the field of automatic
speech recognition that using cepstral observation vectors leads
to very good recognition results, we have chosen to append our
features to the standard cepstral representation. We use the aug-
mented observations in the standard procedure to train as well
as to test our system.

Thus, we augment the standard cepstral representation with
a set of additional features which reflect our confidence in the
abstract distinctive linguistic features being encoded locally in
the speech waveform. We have considered the classic dis-
tinctive feature set laid out by Chomsky and Halle (Chomsky,
1968). We initially model the waveform under the presence and
absence of each of a complete set of distinctive features; we
then prune the set of features modeled based on a mutual infor-
mation criterion as will be described in the next section.

The procedure for constructing the feature models is itera-
tive. We first build a model for each of a complete set of features
(one which fully distinguishes all sounds in the language.) We
then rank the features according to their discriminative power,
and then rebuild the system using a subset of the most powerful
features. Furthermore, each system build has two stages; initial
feature models are built using only cepstra as input and the out-
put of those initial models are used to produce an augmented
set of observations which are used to construct a second set of
models.

Our procedure is different from earlier attempts to repre-
sent the speech waveform in terms of distinctive features in that
we propose a discriminative scoring technique rather than max-
imum likelihood estimation. Furthermore we incorporate a fea-
ture selection criterion which enables the use of the most pow-
erful subset of features rather than requiring the entire set to be
modeled. Finally, we propose these features as an augmentation
of the original cepstral observations rather than a replacement
of them.

We first partition the training data into portions coming
from male speakers and from female speakers. Two sets of fea-
ture models, one from each gender, are then built separately.

For each gender, for each feature to be modeled, we divide
all of the frames of training data into two sections: a set of
frames corresponding to the feature being present and a com-

plementary set corresponding to the absence of that feature. For
example, for the feature “voice” we divide all the training data
so that all frames corresponding to unvoiced sounds are labeled
“absent” and all frames representing voiced sounds are labeled
“present.” Partitioning of the data is carried outN times in par-
allel, once for each of theN features to be modeled.

For each feature, from the set of frames labeled “absent”
we estimate a Gaussian mixture model using the original13-
dimensional cepstra vectors as observations. The same algo-
rithm is used to estimate a mixture model of the frames labeled
“present.” Each mixture model has on the order of 1200 Gaus-
sians.

The mixture models are used to assign a feature value to
each frame in the training set. In order to assign a value for a
given feature to a given frame, we evaluatelog(pp=pa) where
pp is the likelihood of that frame in the feature present model
and pa is the likelihood of that frame in the feature absent
model.

This procedure is carried out for each of theN features be-
ing modeled, yielding anN -dimensional vector of observations
for each frame.

These observations are concatenated to the original13-
dimensional cepstra to form a(13 + N)-dimensional observa-
tion vector for each frame.

Having completed the first stage in the processing, we
recalculate the discriminative features using the(13 + N)-
dimensional output of the first stage as the observations for the
second stage of processing.

We begin the second stage of processing by partitioning the
data for each feature into “feature present” and “feature absent”
subsets in exactly the same way as was done in the first iteration.

For each partition under each feature, we rebuild Gaus-
sian mixture models in the augmented observation space for the
“feature present” and “feature absent” sets and evaluate those
(13+N)-dimensional models to generate a score of each aug-
mented vector for each feature, calculatinglog(pp=pa) in order
to assign a feature value to the frame for this iteration.

The N-dimensional output of the second iteration of mod-
eling is then concatenated with the original observation vectors
to produce the final observations; These observations are used
to train our speech recognition system using the EM algorithm
in the same way that the original observations were used for the
baseline system.
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In the initial build of our system, where all of the Chomsky-
Halle features are modeled,N = 14: In our final system, where
only a subset of the features is modeled as will be described
in the next section, the two-stage algorithm described in this
section is repeated withN = 4:

4. A Discriminative Feature Subset
Our goal is to obtain a subset of the initial distinctive features

which are most reliably estimated so as to maximize the benefit
of the additional features.

For our initial feature set, which fully distinguishes all
sounds in the language, we chose to use fourteen articulatory
features as described by Chomsky and Halle. We built a model
for each of these features and then examined the information
provided and retained a subset of those features which provided
the most information.

Each of the original feature models produces a score for
each frame in the training data which is the log of the ratio of the
likelihood of the feature present in the waveform in the neigh-
borhood of that frame vs. the likelihood of the feature being
absent.

We classify as “feature present” all frames in the training
data which have a score greater than or equal to zero, and as
“feature absent” all frames which have a negative score. Results
are tabulated in a confusion matrix from which we compute the
mutual information between the truth and the estimate for that
feature. The mutual informations provided by the features are
ranked and only the topN features are retained in the second
generation model; we choseN = 4 which resulted in the reten-
tion of the features “voice,” “strident,” “vocalic,” and “contin-
uant” in our final model. ChoosingN = 5 or N = 6 yielded
similar recognition results, while increasingN to 7 or greater
led to increasing word error rates. This reflects our inability to
accurately model, and therefore reliably estimate, a number of
the abstract features, at least with the particular signal process-
ing chosen. However, as we will see by looking at the results,
having a reliable estimate of the features chosen, even though
they alone do not completely distinguish the phonemes, yields
substantial gains in recognition performance.

Table 2 shows the mutual information for each of the fea-
tures. As indicated by the table, the information provided by
the estimate of whether the feature is present or absent about
the true presence of the feature differs greatly among the fea-
tures, with the estimate for the feature “voice” being the most
informative and that of the feature “tense” being the least. The
lack of information for that feature stems from incorrect classi-
fications as well as from an imbalance in the frequency of occur-
rence; the feature “tense” is present on a frame-by-frame basis
in our training much less frequently than it is absent.

We chose to retain the top 4 features in our final system.
Having selected a subset of features to consider, we then rebuilt
our models using only the selected features. The rebuilding pro-
cess mimics the two-stage procedure described above, except
that the augmented (13+N)-dimensional observation vector be-
comes 17-dimensional instead of 27-dimensional as was used
when modeling the complete set of features.

As was described above, from the second-stage feature
models we calculate a score based on the log-likelihood ratio
under the hypotheses of feature present and feature absent for
each of the retained features and append those scores as four
additional features to the usual cepstral representation.

We note that our method of feature subset selection dif-
fers from the information-theoretic criterion used in (Kirchhoff,

1998) in that we look at the information about the true feature
presence or absence provided by the estimates of each of the
features. Our processing is done independently for each feature
and is not aimed at reducing dimensions based on correlations
among features; rather, we seek to model only those features
whose model will prove to be useful for phonemic discrimina-
tion.

Furthermore, this selection criterion outperformed an LDA
approach, possibly due to the varied spectral content of the
various phones which represent a feature, resulting in mul-
timodal, overlapping densities making linear separability un-
likely (Duda, 2001).

5. Decoding
The procedure for calculating the features for test utterances

requires two stages of processing. The discriminative feature
models built in each of the two stages of processing as detailed
above are used to generate the observations for test sentences.
The Gaussian mixture models built in the first stage of train-
ing are evaluated in the original observation space and a score
for each of the four retained distinctive features is generated ac-
cording to the log-likelihood ratio as was done on the training
data. The 4-dimensional output of this stage of processing is
used to augment the original 13-dimensional cepstral observa-
tions for each test frame; the 17-dimensional observation vec-
tor is then used to evaluate the Gaussian mixture model which
was built in the augmented space and a score for each feature
is calculated using the log-likelihood ratio as was done for the
training data. The 4-dimensional output of the second stage of
scoring is then concatenated with the original 13-dimensional
cepstral observations in and the resulting 17-dimensional ob-
servation vector is used to decode the test utterance in the usual
way.

6. Results
Shown in table 3 are the results on an in-house data set

which is characterized by city and street names spoken in a
car, with the engine running and moving at 0, 30, and 60 mph.
The baseline system is our state-of-the-art low-resource system,
over which we have been able to demonstrate improvements of
33 percent in word error rate and 22 percent in string error rate.
We have seen similar performance improvements on digit tasks
for this recognizer.

An analysis of the results was performed in order to gain
a better understanding of why the gains were achieved. First,
we noticed that because the baseline system was a gender-
independent one while the discriminative features system was
built gender-dependently that even though the Gaussians from
the baseline system were used to initialize the EM training in the
features model, by splitting it according to gender we had effec-
tively increased the number of Gaussians. Thus, we performed
an experiment in which the features were estimated in a gender-
dependent way, but the resulting observations were used to run
the EM training gender-independently. In this case the number
of Gaussians in the baseline and feature systems were identical.
Doing so indicated a gain in word error rate of 25 percent due
to the features which means the gender-dependence and corre-
sponding increase in the number of Gaussians contributed the
remaining 8 percent of the reduction in the error rate quoted in
table 3.

We noticed an improvement in distinctions such as “eighti-
eth” vs. “eighteenth” which may be distinguished by the feature
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Feature MI Feature MI

voice 0.559 round 0.231
strident 0.552 anterior 0.206
vocalic 0.459 high 0.185
continuant 0.366 coronal 0.172
labial 0.260 low 0.159
nasal 0.248 back 0.141
consonantal 0.246 tense 0.120

Table 2: Table of bits of mutual information provided about the true feature label by the feature estimate. The top 4 features were
retained in our final system.

Speed Baseline Features
WER / SER WER / SER

00 3.96 / 13.38 2.69 / 10.31
30 6.59 / 19.85 4.23 / 15.15
60 17.85 / 42.85 11.85 / 33.85
average 9.47 / 25.36 6.26 / 19.77

Table 3: Table of results (Word Error Rate/String Error Rate) on car data. The test set consisted of city and street names.

“continuant” and “five” versus “nine” which are distinguished
by the features “voice” and “strident.”
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